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Abstract— Modern high-performance Data Centers are
responsible for delivering a huge variety of cloud applications to
the end-users, which are increasingly pushing the limits of
currently deployed computing and network infrastructure. Alloptical dynamic data center network (DCN) architectures are
strong candidates to overcome those adversities, especially when
they are combined with an intelligent software defined control
plane. In this paper, we report the first harmonious integration of
an optical flexible hardware framework operated by an agile
software and virtualization platform. The LIGHTNESS deeplyprogrammable all-optical circuit and packet switched data plane
is able to perform unicast/multicast switch-over on-demand, while
the powerful Software Defined Networking (SDN) control plane
enables the virtualization of computing and network resources
creating a virtual data center (VDC) and virtual network functions
(VNF) on top of the data plane. We experimentally demonstrate
realistic intra data center networking with deterministic latencies
for both unicast and multicast, showcasing monitoring and
database migration scenarios each of which is enabled by an
associated network function virtualization (NFV) element. Results
demonstrate a fully-functional complete unification of advanced
optical data plane with an SDN control plane, promising more
efficient management of the next-generation data center compute
and network resources.
Index Terms— Data Center Networking, Multicast, Network
Function Virtualization, Optical Circuit Switching, Optical Packet
Switching, Software Defined Networking, Virtual Data Center,
Virtual Network Function

I. INTRODUCTION

C

onventional internet and telecom data centers are facing the
rapid development of a wide range of emerging services
and applications, such as 4G/5G, Internet of Things (IoT), High
Definition (HD) multimedia streaming, multi-tenancy, Big
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Data management, cloud storage and processing, etc. Since the
demand for these online web-based services is escalating
tremendously, Data Center Networks (DCN) will have to
accommodate increasing amounts of traffic. The vast majority
of this storage and data exchange traffic, contrary to popular
belief, does not run between the data center itself and the endusers, but usually resides within the data center; between
servers of the same rack and within different racks and clusters
[2]. Legacy multi-tier DCN architectures (fat-tree, etc.) are
unable to provide the required network efficiency, flexibility,
programmability and topology plus wiring low complexity.
Next generation data center infrastructure is expected to support
more advanced IT facilities, increased storage and processing
capabilities along with high network bandwidth, more efficient
utilization of network and computing resources, lower
interconnection latency values and finally reduced power
consumption and operational expense (OPEX) [3], [4].
Advanced photonic technologies have great potential to meet
the above network capacity, latency and energy efficiency
requirements, and in conjunction with high-speed electronics
on the edge of the network, they could constitute reliable intraDCN communication hardware solutions. Hybrid [5], [6] and
all-optical DCN designs have been proposed recently. Some of
latter utilize WDM with AWG-based interconnects [7], or offer
WDM/TDM interconnection with spectrum selective switch
(SSS) -based Top of the Rack/Cluster (ToR/ToC) switches [8],
[9]. Others utilize SDM/TDM with multi-element fibers and
PLZT-based fast switches for intra-DCN communication [10],
or scalable architecture using nanoseconds optical packet
switches [11]. The above all-optical architectures claim
dynamic flexible bandwidth, increased capacity and ultra-low
latency interconnection, outperforming the capabilities of
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current intra-DCN designs based in commercially available
electronic equipment.
Currently the management of the various DCN control
functions is often manual and static. It must move towards to
more dynamic and automated solutions in order to provide
higher availability and adaptable provisioning of the available
network resources. The trend of future data centers is moving
towards the adoption of control and management approaches
based on SDN solutions combined with resource virtualization
and distributed cloud computing [12]. SDN-enabled optical
network devices, provisioned through protocols like OpenFlow
(OF) [13], along with the virtualization of fundamental DCN
functions (such as database migration, multicasting,
monitoring, etc.), can lead to multiple abstraction layers of the
DC physical resources. This would offer the DC operator a
handy toolset and a full view of the system while facilitating a
more efficient management of the infrastructure [14].
In this paper, we present and experimentally demonstrate, for
the first time, a fully SDN-programmable intra-DCN
architecture including network function virtualization
capabilities for even more effective network control than what
is currently deployed. It is the first demonstration of NFV and
SDN functionalities (such as monitoring and database
migration) entirely integrated with an advanced all-optical
physical layer. Our data plane is capable of performing Optical
Circuit Switching (OCS) to Optical Packet Switching (OPS)
switch-over and vice versa on-demand, providing intra-DCN
connectivity with low deterministic latency and variable
bandwidth granularity. LIGHTNESS system supports the
construction and reconfiguration of multiple VDCs, respecting
their main requirements like isolation, resource orchestration
and allocation, etc. VDC are pools of virtual compute, memory,
storage and virtual network resources abstracted from the
physical layer. Initiated by those VDCs and triggered by the
control plane, the OCS/OPS switch-overs operate either
unicasting or multicasting functions, according to the NFV
requirements.

II. OVERALL ARCHITECTURE
The introduced architecture, shown in Fig. 1, represents a
next-generation ultra-programmable data center network based
on both optical circuit and optical packet switching
technologies. Having a closer look of the DCN design, server
blades within the same racks are interconnected via novel
optical Network Interface Cards (NIC) and all-optical ToR
switches to the rest of the reconfigurable DCN. The FPGAbased NICs employ SDN-enabled hybrid OCS/OPS interfaces
that support programmable composition and transmission of
optical packets with correlated labels or Ethernet frames [15].
In order to support direct OCS multicasting capabilities inside
each rack, optical power splitters are also attached on each of
the optical ToRs.
We propose a high-radix space switch as an optical ToR,
because in conjunction with the advanced NICs on each server,
they are able to eliminate the need for electronic ToR switches.
This scheme offers lower interconnection latency and potential
reduction in power consumption of the overall network, due to
absence of frequent O/E/O conversions. It also supports full
bandwidth transparency, since optical switches are totally
agnostic of the link bitrate, the network protocol or the
modulation format that is being used.
Within each cluster, the optical ToRs are connected to a top
of the cluster (ToC) switch, as shown in Fig. 1. The ToC
consists of a flexible optical network including a high-radix
optical switch, serving also as an optical backplane, optical
power splitters, a wavelength/spectrum selective switch
(WSS/SSS) and a 4×4 optical packet switch. The optical power
splitter at that point of the network realizes OCS multicasting
among different servers of different racks within and between
clusters. The WSS enables grooming/dividing multiple intercluster communication channels and traffic in an elastic
manner. A passive filtering device, such as an AWG, could
perform similar tasks and be currently used instead of the WSS.
However, we prefer using a WSS due to its increased

Fig. 1. Overall Data Center Network architecture; experimental data plane (center-right), control plane (left) and virtualization schemes (far left).
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programmability, flexibility and bandwidth variability, while a
WSS/SSS could easily adapt on future possible standards with
more spectral efficient and narrower channel bandwidths than
the present ones of 50GHz and 100GHz.
The optical backplane also includes SDN-enabled OPS
nodes which can perform nanosecond-fast packet switching,
multicasting as well as supporting of monitoring capabilities of
optical packet reception/contention. To achieve nanoseconds
forwarding operation, the OPS processes the optical packets
according to the optical label provided by the NIC [16], while
the SDN controller has the role to provision the look-up tables
of the OPS and NIC. This allows de-coupling the fast
(nanoseconds) forwarding operation of the optical data plane to
provide time domain fast statistical multiplexing capability to
the DCN, from the slower SDN control plane and VDC planner
application for the virtualization of the DCN. Taking advantage
of statistical multiplexing, the OPS can also offer efficient and
flexible bandwidth utilization therefore lowering the required
number of optical ports at the backplane to guarantee the
required connectivity. In combination with the nanoseconds
label detection and switching control, bursty traffic demands
are better served with higher degree of bandwidth granularity,
low-latency and versatile per-packet processing intelligence.
Each of the NICs, optical ToRs, optical back plane, OPS
switching nodes and WSS switches are completely controllable
by the logically centralized SDN controller through a uniform
control software interface, exposed by a dedicated device agent,
as shown in Fig. 1. The agents gain useful information from the
hardware devices, keeping the SDN controller updated with the
current state of the network, while they also push the control
commands to the physical layer devices. Furthermore, on top of
the SDN controller, the VDC planner and the NFV applications
offer one more layer of abstraction and virtualization of the
deployed infrastructure.
In summary, the programmable data plane enables the SDNbased DCN control plane to build and reconfigure the physical
layer topology, by dynamically provisioning appropriate crossconnections in the optical backplane to match the different
applications' requirements. In addition, based on the DCN
requirements and data flows, the FPGA-based hybrid OCS/OPS
NIC can be configured by the SDN controller on-demand along
with the optical ToRs, ToCs and OPS switches, thus achieving
unicast and/or multicast communication among servers.
III. ALL-OPTICAL RECONFIGURABLE DATA PLANE
The data plane test bed used for the experiments consists of
four rack-mounted Dell PowerEdge T630 servers each
equipped with an advanced FPGA-based NIC board utilizing
10G SFP+ transceivers, serving as the programmable interface
of the computer blades to the optical network [15]. On those
servers various virtual machines (VM) are able to reside, one of
which also hosts the SDN-controller. All servers are connected
to the 192×192 port Polatis optical circuit switch, which acts as
ToR and as the optical backplane on top of each cluster. Polatis
beam-steering backplane switch inserts around 1 dB of loss per
cross-connection (OXC), so multiple OXCs and hops are
achievable without major power and signal quality penalties.

As mentioned in the overall architecture, we utilize a 1×4
optical power splitter, two 1×4 WSS and one SOA-based 4×4
OPS [16]. All the above equipment is attached to the optical
backplane on top of the cluster.
The functionality of the novel NIC includes network
interface functions, programmable aggregation and segregation
functions, OCS/OPS switching and layer 2 switching functions.
The FPGA-based hybrid OCS/OPS NIC using NETFPGA
SUME development board has been designed to plug directly
into a server, and replace the traditional NIC. In the prototype
design, it has an 8-lane Gen3 PCIe interface for DRAM
communication, one 10 Gb/s interface for getting commands
from SDN control agent and sending feedback, two OCS/OPS
hybrid 10 Gb/s SFP+ ports for inter-server communication and
an OPS label pin interface connected to the OPS label
generator. The SFP+ transceivers’ channels are in the 1550nm
region and ITU grid-spaced, in order to be compatible with the
LCoS-based WSS and SOA-based OPS switches, which both
normally operate in that frequency band.
The 1×4 optical power splitter is used to accomplish OCS
one-to-four multicasting scenarios. The WSSs are used for
grooming inter-cluster traffic carried by channels from different
servers or racks into an inter-cluster WDM super-channel. In
the destination cluster, the local WSS de-multiplexes the superchannel and switches the channels to the receiving racks and
servers.
The OPS switch is able to rapidly switch optical packets with
a reconfiguration time of 20 nsec. The OPS is based on a
modular WDM architecture that allows scalability of the
number of ports beyond 128×128 while the highly distributed
control and parallel packet processing allows port count
independent reconfiguration time. A fully equipped 4×4
prototype including optical label processing, optical switching
fabric and controller has been realized in the LIGHTNESS
framework. The modular architecture allows the 4×4 OPS
prototype to logically perform as two 2×2 OPS. This is also how
we use it for our studies, one 2×2 OPS node per cluster, as
shown in the overall setup in Fig. 1. The electrical label bits
generated by each NIC, are encoded in an in-band optical RF
tone label [16] by a prototyped label generator. The in-band
optical labels are then coupled to each of the optical packets. At
the OPS node, the optical label of each packet is filtered out,
processed and matched with the look-up table by the switch
controller in order to determine the packets destination. As
shown in the time traces of Fig. 2, depending on the
combination of the values of the labels, different (or no) outputs
are activated for each 38.4 μsec timeslot. Multicasting is
enabled when two label bits have been set as “11”.
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Time slot: 38.4µs
Fig. 2. Time traces of labels and OPS switch outputs for normal switching
operation and multicasting
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IV. SDN-ENABLED CONTROL PLANE
For this experiment, OpenDaylight (ODL) is used as the
SDN controller, and OF agents for Polatis, WSS, OPS switch
and hybrid OCS/OPS NIC were developed to enable SDNbased programmability, as shown in Fig. 1. In addition to the
OpenFlow extensions, as previously reported in [17], the NIC
OF agent is further extended to allow configuration of the
duration of the generated OPS packets.
Also, ODL internal software modules are extended to
support some other network device specific features. For
example, regarding the OPS and WSS ports, the switch
manager and Service Abstract Layer (SAL) were extended to
record the supported wavelength and supported spectrum range
respectively, both of which are used to validate the
configuration. Furthermore, the transmitted optical packet
statistics can be collected and maintained by the statistics
manager. In order to properly configure the above optical
devices, the forwarding rules manager has been extended to
construct the required set of configuration information e.g. label
& output for the OPS switch; central frequency, bandwidth &
output for the WSS and match, label and output for the NIC
(which is optional for OPS).
The FPGA‐based hybrid OCS/OPS NIC communicates with
the OF agent through a bidirectional 10Gbps SFP+ Ethernet
interface. The commands and information are encapsulated in a
1504 Byte Ethernet Frame (VLAN). Furthermore, through the
extended ODL, various applications can communicate directly
with the hardware using the RESTful interface.

applications have been implemented and deployed on top of the
ODL: a virtual data center planner (VDC Planner) and a virtual
network monitoring function (monitoring VNF). The VDC
planner allows to compose and provision virtual network slices
within the DCN enabling thus multi-tenant data centers. It
consists of a graphical user interface (GUI) developed in
HTML/JavaScript that interfaces with a backend application
developed in Python 2.7 able to interact with the ODL
controller. The user can access to the GUI with any existing
browser, and create dynamically a VDC request, which is
shown in a graph and a table. The parameters that the user can
specify are: servers to be used, links to be created, technology
for each link and multicast properties for servers and links.
Other parameters that are available (not mandatorily applied for
the algorithm) are: required bandwidth and bi-directionality of
a given link. The application receives a set of requirements for
the VDC and generates a bunch of static flows to be pushed in
the DCN by ODL, distributed among the different technologies
(NIC cards, OPS Switches and OCS backplane). This set of
flows is generated in JavaScript object notation (JSON) format

V. VIRTUAL DATA CENTER (VDC)
MANAGEMENT AND APPLICATIONS
In this paper the relation between our approach and the ETSI
NFV proposed architecture [18] is not directly mapped because
a) we are handling a single type of function, not multiple VNFs
and b) this function is also lightweight and does not have many
requirements in terms of infrastructure (computation or
storage). For this reason, the multiple monitoring functions run
as multiple threads that expose information through a RESTful
API interface. In order to relate our application with ETSI NFV
solution, we can assume that our application’s core acts as a
NFV orchestrator, which instantiates new individual threads for
each VDC user by request. This NFV orchestrator (core) runs
an interface (RESTful) on a fixed IP address; thus it handles
user requests by checking HTTP authentication and then
allocates a specific URL within the same IP to each user. In our
experimental demonstration this was simplified, since we were
running a single all-optical VDC at a time. VNF management
functionalities are handled by this core: instantiation, update (in
terms of port monitoring, changes on the VDC, optical crossconnection handling, etc), scaling (not applicable) and
termination (same lifecycle termination as VDC). Virtualized
Infrastructure Managers are also avoided in this experiment,
since, as mentioned above, our instances are running as threads
within one single virtual machine, and not as individual VMs or
containers.
For the purposes of the experiment, two control plane

Fig. 3. VDC planner application with OPS or OCS multicasting options

Fig. 4. Monitoring VNF. Power monitoring of the Polatis ports associated to
the output of the OPS switch (top) and monitoring of the current packet rate,
threshold and theoretical maximum of the OPS node (bottom)
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and sent to the ODL controller via a RESTful interface. Fig. 3
shows an example of a VDC request using our aforementioned
VDC planner. The user specifies for this use case three hosts,
one of them selected as a multicast node, which will send the
content to the other two. At the same time the request contains
OPS technology as multicast solution for the VDC.
Furthermore, in our proposed LIGHTNESS architecture,
data center performance can be evaluated in two different ways,
by either monitoring physical network impairments or
application impairments. For our all-optical data center
solution, we expose two different optical network indicators to
the user (optical power and packet rate monitoring), which can
directly affect user’s application performance. Applicationrelated information could also be retrieved with only a software
extension to the FPGA-based NICs, but it was out of the scope
of this work.
Thus, when a tenant’s VDC has been deployed (in our use
cases, a multicast VDC using OPS resources), the user can
request a dynamic VNF to monitor various parameters in their
DC. The request is a basic HTTP GET request, made through a
standard web browser, which is handled by our control &
management server creating the monitoring function and
redirecting the users web browser using a standard HTTP
redirection response (301 Moved Permanently message, with
‘Location’ header parameter). The user’s monitoring VNF
starts retrieving network information by means of two different
interfaces. RESTful northbound of ODL controller retrieves
information of the OPS packet counting and generating a graph
of the OPS packet rate on the one end. Standard Commands for
Programmable Instruments (SCPI) direct interface is used to
make the Polatis OCS switch to retrieve information of the
multicast ports used in the test (output of the optical splitter and
the OPS switch). This information is plotted in a web-page,
showing two graphs to the user with the optical power received
in two ports (in dBm) in one of them and the other one of the
packet rate in the OPS switch, with a theoretical maximum and
a configurable threshold. Two buttons in the bottom part of the
monitor, allow the user to start two different workflows: (i)
switch the multicast traffic to a second OPS switch by making
a backup copy of the content between two servers inside the
same rack when the optical power detected drops below an
expected value, and (ii) switch the multicast traffic using the
optical splitter (OCS multicasting) whenever the OPS packet

B2B/intra-rack, unicast
intra-rack, multicast
inter-rack/cluster, unicast
inter-rack/cluster, multicast
inter-cluster,2 WSS, unicast

6
7
8
9
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received optical power (dBm)

Fig. 6. OCS BER curves for intra/inter-rack unicast/multicast and inter-cluster
through 2 WSS with 10GbE traffic.
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5

intra-cluster (1
OPS switch)
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Fig. 5. VDC creation, monitoring function initiation and replanning
workflows

rate exceeds the threshold, meaning not sufficient OPS
resources to cope with the desired VDC service.
Up to this point, the tenant has deployed his own VDC with
multicasting capabilities through the OPS switch to provide
services to users. At the same time, the tenant has requested his
own virtual monitor within his VDC, getting information with
different and reconfigurable polling timers (one second for
power monitoring, twenty seconds for OPS received packets to
avoid time mismatches among OPS agent/controller/
monitoring function). The monitoring VNF allows the VDC
tenant to take two different recovery choices based on the
monitored data:
(i) The tenant, whose service is experiencing issues in terms
of data loss caused by unexpected low power problems, decides
that the packet rate within the OPS switch is sufficient to cope
with his service. The OPS switch in the VDC (or the involved
network up to it) should be avoided to solve any power issue,
so the user needs to start a recovery workflow to switch the
service to other intra-rack server switching the previous VDC,
to a new network using a second OPS switch.
(ii) Based on a high packet rate per second shown by the
monitoring VNF, the user decides that, before experiencing any
packet loss within his VDC, a reconfiguration of the VDC using
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inter-cluster (2
WSS + 1 OPS
switch)
inter-cluster (2
OPS switches)

8
9
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received optical power (dBm)
Fig. 7. OPS BER curves for intra-cluster and inter-cluster through WSS and
1 or 2 OPS switches with 10GbE traffic.
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION & RESULTS
For the experimental demonstrator, we combined all the
available data plane and control plane resources, as presented
in sections III and IV, and validated several intra-DCN
interconnection scenarios based on VDC applications’ and
NFV functions’ requests.
First of all, we evaluated the DCN physical layer for intrarack, inter-rack and inter-cluster unicast and multicast
communication by measuring BER for both OCS and OPS
switching technologies using real traffic with scrambled PRBS
payload from our traffic analyzer, as shown in Fig. 6 and 7. The
traffic analyzer feeds the FPGA-based NIC with 10 Gb/s
Ethernet traffic, and then the NIC pushes the data to one of its
hybrid OCS/OPS ports. When OPS mode is chosen, the NIC,
depending on the configuration received from the SDN
controller, sets up the optical packet duration, encapsulates
certain number of Ethernet frames and releases the optical
packet while the label is generated and combined in parallel.
Intra-rack communication is realized by going from
transmitting to receiving server through the optical ToR for
unicast, and through an optical splitter in multicast operation.
Inter-rack and inter-cluster are similarly realized by going
through multiple Polatis OXCs and/or optical power splitters,
while for inter-cluster multiplexed interconnection signals
propagate additionally through two WSS for WDM mux/demux
and switching purposes. Minor penalties of <2 dB are observed
for all OCS interconnection scenarios, as seen in BER curves of
Fig. 6. OPS BER plots in Fig. 7 show 1 and <3dB penalties
when passing through one (for intra-cluster) and two (for intercluster) switches, respectively.
In addition to BER testing of the physical links, we collect
network Layer 2 results regarding the interconnection latency
from one NIC’s DMA to the destination NIC’s DMA,
excluding the DMA driver’s actual delays, which is separately
measured for different DMA lengths. Moreover,
interconnection throughput is monitored and plotted, exhibiting
OCS-to-OPS switch-over and vice versa.
We measure DMA-to-DMA access latency using the traffic
analyzer and Ethernet traffic with PRBS payload. The traffic
analyzer firstly feeds the transmitting FPGA-based NIC with
traffic. Then, NIC pushes the traffic to the all-optical network,
using either OCS or OPS, towards the destination NIC. Finally,
the latter NIC forwards the received traffic back to the traffic
analyzer. We calculate the overall chip-to-chip latency by
subtracting the traffic analyzer-to-NIC (and vice versa) delays.
Our test and measurements are based on the best possible

latency with maximum bitrate, so, for OPS with switching,
bitrate is around 3 Gb/s, and for OCS it is around 8 Gb/s. All
measured latency values include FPGA physical and logic
delays, which can vary depending on the frame length, chosen
transmission/switching scheme (OCS or OPS) and FPGA
design. Fig. 8 shows unicast and multicast OCS access latencies
for all the studied interconnection scenarios; whereas Fig. 9
shows intra/inter-cluster OPS access latencies with and without
switching.
When no switching is performed, the clock of the receiving
end of the transceiver is continuous, so there is no need for
recovering it with extra payload (i.e. preamble dummy key
characters). For OPS with switching though, optical packets are
formed, a procedure which inserts significant delays due to
segregation, aggregation, buffering and clock recovery with
extra payload. For instance, when transmitting/receiving 3
packets, the latency is tripled, 33.2 μsec × 3 equal to 99.6 μsec.
In the FPGA, the first buffer of the segregation-aggregation part
uses numerous FIFOs and store-and-forward techniques, which
means it takes 25.6 μsec more time when the OPS with
switching mode is chosen. The same happens at the last buffer
of aggregation inside the FGPA design, so another 25.6 μsec is
added. Since we use two FPGAs (one Tx plus one Rx), the
whole segregation-aggregation procedure takes place twice.
Thus, in total, the delay is doubled, adding a further 102.4 μsec.
Finally, roughly 99.6 + 102.4 μsec equal to a total of 202 μsec
of latency, as shown in Fig. 9 (OPS with switching). The
receiver of the FPGA-based NIC needs to recover the clock
from the receiving traffic if this was lost during the operation.
The time of this recovering depends mostly on the network
conditions and signal performance. In the case of OPS
switching, it needs 25.6 μsec to recover the clock before each
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a pure OCS network is required. The tenant can use both, the
VDC planner and the monitoring VNF (which are connected),
to reconfigure the network by moving the content of the first
server to a backup one in the same rack and establishing the
new set of connections through the optical splitter to maintain
the multicast capabilities. Fig. 4 shows a screenshot of the VDC
monitoring function, displaying optical power from two ports
(top) and current OPS packet rate and the threshold and
maximum theoretical OPS packet rate (bottom). The workflows
previously explained for the all-optical VDC creation,
monitoring function instantiation and for the VDC replanning
are shown (from top to bottom, respectively) in Fig. 5.
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packet. Therefore by employing dedicated hardware, such as
clock & data recovery circuitry [19] and packet fragmentation
ASICs [20], much shorter packet size is sufficient to achieve
higher throughput and the latency of the OPS switching can be
dramatically reduced below sub-microsecond values (less than
150 nsec have been measured for burst operation).
Additionally, the DMA driver’s actual access latency was also
measured, as shown in Fig. 10, for different DMA lengths
ranging from 256 to 8192 Bytes. It is the time interval we
measured when we were pushing Ethernet frames into the DMA
in order to be written and then read. We found out that changing
the DMA length and keeping fixed 256 Bytes Ethernet frame
length, it has an meaningful impact on the total DMA write +
read delays. We also discovered that by using larger Ethernet
packet frames (e.g. 1024 Bytes), DMA overall access latency
critically drops. Last but not least, DMA latency does not rely
upon the network state, but it mostly depends on the load and
traffic handling policies (interrupts, etc.) of the server, the O.S.
and the DMA driver itself.
Fig. 11 depicts the fluctuations of interconnection throughput
when a switch from normal operation OCS to OPS, and the
other way round, is initiated by the NFV application and
performed in the data plane. Protocol overheads are limiting
throughput in OCS whereas for OPS the dummy key characters
used for packet synchronization are limiting the max
throughput, plus the fact that we transmit/switch OPS in a 50%
ratio.
Regarding the energy efficiency of the proposed architecture,
it is well known that optical network devices deliver higher port
radix with fixed power consumption and non-restrictive
switching capacity. On the contrary, electrical ones usually
offer less ports with limited switching capacity and higher
power consumption values, which can vary depending on the
switching traffic load. The main point why all-optical switching
is more energy efficient than electrical switching, is due to the
removing of the optical transceivers, which count for more than
50% of the total power consumption. Optical switching
elements used in this experiment show much lower power
consumption (some tens of Watts) than regular electrical
switches (several hundreds of Watts). More specifically, the
192×192 OCS switch consumes 75 Watt in regular operation,
the 1×4 SSS consumes less than 10 Watt while the total power
consumption of the 4×4 SOA-based OPS prototype is 50 Watt.
OPS’s breakdown contributions are: FPGA controller 15 Watt,

label processor 20 Watt and SOA-driver 15 Watt. Furthermore,
recent experimental and simulation research [21], [22] has
shown significant differentiation in terms of energy efficiency
between architectures using all-optical switching and in others
using conventional electrical switching equipment.
Fig. 12 shows the message exchanges among the VDC
planner, ODL and the OF agents. The first two requests are
performed to create the initial OPS-based VDC (only the OPS
static flow is shown). The second set of messages reconfigures
the network to go through the optical splitter (for OCS
multicasting), which consists of the OPS flow deletion, the
creation of two cross-connections in the Polatis OCS switch and
one reconfiguration command for the Tx NIC. All the sets of
requests consist of HTTP requests to the controller from the
VDC planner & OpenFlow FLOW_MOD and CFLOW_MOD
message sequence exchanges between the controller and the
different agents. Other secondary OpenFlow messages are
omitted in order to improve readability.
Lastly, in regard to performance of the demonstrated VDC
and NFV, not only the total (re)configuration times but also the
contribution of each individual element were measured. The
total OCS/OPS channel configuration time includes: (i) the
ODL SDN controller processing time; (ii) control message
transmission time (which depends on the actual experiment
setup); and (iii) the device reconfiguration time. Specifically, in
this experiment, the SDN controller needs around 210 msec to
process requests coming from the RESTful API in order to
forward the corresponding OF configuration commands to the
OF agents of the network devices. It approximately takes a
further 200 msec for those commands to reach the OF agents
and to be processed there. At last, Polatis OCS switch, OPS
switch, WSS and NIC require around 16, 10, 300 and 18 msec
8 Gb/s

3 Gb/s

OCS

OPS

OCS

0

Fig. 11. Throughput plot, illustrating the OCS-to-OPS switch-overs and vice
versa
NIC card flow configuration
OPS flow deletion
First step’s OPS configuration

CFLOW_MO D

Second backplane flow configuration
First backplane flow configuration

Fig. 12. Message exchange captures from SDN-enabled control plane
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respectively to properly configure themselves. The above
device configurations of course can be performed in parallel.
So, assuming that in order to establish an end-to-end OCS
channel we need to successfully configure the optical ToR
before configuring NIC, establishing an OCS channel will need
970 msec (also using the WSS) or 690 msec without WSS,
while it takes around to 420 msec for OPS connection
establishment.

[9]

[10]

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper demonstrates for the first time an all-optical
programmable DCN architecture enabling OPS/OCS
multicasting for realistic monitoring and migration scenarios.
The novel networking schemes demonstrated in this paper
include a SDN-enabled, virtualize-able and re-configurable
optical data plane fully integrated and supported by an extended
control plane. In this work, the SDN controller and NFV server
are able to provide data plane monitoring and database
migration function virtualization, on top of a virtual data center
environment realized and administrated by a VDC planner
application.

[11]
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